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	2018/10/24 Braindump2go CV0-002 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new CV0-002

Real Exam Questions:  1.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 325Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/cv0-002.html2.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nkSLijcSM4wNEm6YJKhCl9QqrK8Ynfi7?usp=sharingQUESTION 293A cloud

service company is proposing a solution to a major sporting venue. The solution offers 99.999% availability during special events,

which is proven through specialized testing. Which of the following techniques should be applied to confirm the high availability

claimed by the company? (Select TWO.)A.    Vulnerability testingB.    Penetration testingC.    Load testingD.    Failover testingE.   

Integration testingAnswer: BDQUESTION 294An organization is replacing its internal human resources system with a SaaS-based

application. The solution is multi-tenant, and the organization wants to ensure ubiquitous access while preventing password replay

attacks. Which of the following would BEST help to mitigate the risk?A.    Implement destination resources authentication.B.   

Require and implement two-factor authentication.C.    Remove administrator privileges from users' laptops.D.    Combine network

authentication and physical security in one card/token.Answer: BQUESTION 295The following three hosts are being put into a

virtualization cluster for a new project initiative:   

 As more VMs are deployed to the cluster, which of the following virtualization technologies is MOST likely to report an error with

this configuration?A.    High availabilityB.    BallooningC.    Memory overcommitmentD.    HyperthreadingAnswer: BQUESTION

296A user has submitted a ticket to request additional VMs due to long wait times for online ordering. Given the snapshot of the

resources in the table below:   

 Which of the following is the BEST option for the administrator to resolve the ticket?A.    Add vCPU to the database server to

increase capacity.B.    Add disks to the database server to increase capacity.C.    Add virtual network ports to the web server to

increase capacity.D.    Add memory to the web server to increase capacity.Answer: DQUESTION 297A company is implementing a

SaaS solution with a large user base. SaaS solution licensing is user based, and user management is critical to keep the cost in check.

Which of the following is the MOST efficient way to meet this requirement?A.    Have the administrator of the SaaS solution keep

track of user activities.B.    Have a nightly upload to the SaaS provider of the current user base based on API call.C.    Have users

remove their SaaS accounts when they no longer need the service.D.    Have a weekly user management script maintain the SaaS

user base.Answer: AQUESTION 298A cloud administrator updates the syslog forwarder configuration on a local server in

production to use a different port. The development team is no longer receiving the audit logs from that server. However, the

security team can retrieve and search the logs for the same server. Which of the following is MOST likely the issue?A.    The

development team is not looking at the correct server when querying for the logs.B.    The security team has greater permissions than

the development team.C.    The audit logging service has been disabled on the server.D.    The development team's syslog server is

configured to listen on the wrong port.Answer: BQUESTION 299Performance on a new private cloud deployment is not meeting

expectations. An engineer has determined the virtualization host is experiencing high ready/wait times. VMs with the following

configurations and metrics currently reside on the host:   

 Which of the following troubleshooting choices would MOST likely be used to bring the high ready/wait times to meet the expected
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baseline?A.    Decrease the CPU count for VM1.B.    Increase the memory size for VM2.C.    Decrease the memory size for VM3.D.

   Increase the CPU count for VM4.Answer: BQUESTION 300The CASB report indicates several unsanctioned SaaS applications

are being used in an organization.Which of the following is the MOST likely cause?A.    VPN bypassB.    Shadow ITC.    Web

proxy bypassD.    CAB approvalAnswer: BQUESTION 301A company has been migrating a significant number of its on-premises

applications to various SaaS providers. The IT department has noticed the following:1. User account management has become

challenging.2. User account compromises have increased.3. Accessing various SaaS applications is challenging.Which of the

following should the IT security department implement to BEST resolve the issue? (Select THREE).A.    Single sign-onB.   

Multifactor authenticationC.    Network intrusion prevention systemD.    Password synchronizationE.    FederationF.    IPSec tunnel

to the SaaS providersG.    VPN to SaaS providersAnswer: BDEQUESTION 302A cloud administrator is securing access to a VM

using an IaaS cloud platform. The administrator must perform this task using an automated method, allow administrators to perform

any method and expose any property of the VM, deny access for everyone else, and allow only read-only access to everyone else.

Given this scenario, which of the following should the administrator use to BEST meet these requirements?A.    jQueryB.   

JavaScriptC.    JavaD.    JSONAnswer: C!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest CV0-002 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 325Q&As
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